
ReWilding:
Ethnobotany in the Urban

Providence, Rhode Island, Fall, 2019

a special forum and multi-sited exhibition developed in tandem with
The Year of the City: The Providence Project

ReWilding invites multi-generational artists, academics, designers, urban planners, botanists, mycologists, and 
herbalists—drawing from indigenous, cross-cultural and Western knowledge traditions—to exchange perspectives on 
the entwined lives of humans, plants, and other life forms in the urban spaces of Providence and New England. 

This interchange is enacted through a one-day Forum, October 26, and month-long exhibition, October 25 – 
November 27.

ReWilding creates a communal platform in which visual production, humanities, traditional ecological knowledge and 
science partake equally.

ReWilding encourages the public to think in its own terms about the ways in which urban dwellers relate to plants to 
ensure urban health, and to begin a sustainable dialogue at the policy level. 

Departing from a traditional event format, the Forum is a convening that seeks to inspire a deepened sense of 
interpersonal connections. Through the multi-modal programs we bridge two realms of inquiry and bring together 
practitioners and city residents to collectively re-imagine the urban as a hub of more-than-human social worlds.

“Wildness...is an ongoing relationship, one in which human cultures—through active participation and humble restraint—
become attuned to the community of life and constitutive of the well-being of the places in which they live, work, and play.” 
Gavin Van Horn in Wildness: Relations of People and Place.

ReWilding is made possible by you, and 
the generous support of: 

A Forum on Saturday, October 26
Stephen Robert ‘62 Hall, Watson Institute for International and Public Affairs, Brown University (Corner of Brook 
and Charlesfield Streets, Atrium level)

Exhibition Reception following on October 26, Rhode Island State House 
(Library and Lower Level)

Core Exhibition—October 25 - November 27, 2019 (State House Lower Level)

Additional Exhibition—Providence ¡CityArts! for Youth, 891 Broad Street, a community-based exhibition to result 
from plant fiber papermaking led and inspired by artist Meg Babcock.
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Core Focused Group Exhibition
How does visual culture today merge with environmental consciousness? What does that look like? And what would 
it mean to let the wilds back in? 

ReWilding showcases regionally made contemporary work by more than a dozen artists that consider variously and 
passionately the rich assemblage of life forms taking root in our midst. The art is abstract and representational, 2- and 
3-dimensional. It is created with responsible alertness to the environment and often comments on living, prospering, 
and creating through that awareness.

Increasingly, today, visual art helps spark sensations about the conditioning role of nature, while informing debate 
about its responsible cultivation. The exhibition intends to highlight these interlocking challenges. Sometimes it will 
suggest a relationship of antagonism and impasse; at others it will posit ideas for reaching productive reconciliation. It 
tilts toward the potential for more lively futures, beyond the nature/culture divide, and on the way puzzles through 
kinships with other-than-human organisms in the city. 

ReWilding is made possible by you, and 
the generous support of: 

Your Support
…of this initiative is critical. The Fall program is open to the public without charge yet involves a gamut of personnel 
and project costs normally absorbed through institutional connection. While we are a team variously connected 
institutionally, we are acting together as a committed, independent group, without conventional umbrella sponsorship. 

We have partnered with a range of organizations to ensure broad audience outreach, including Providence Biennial 
for Contemporary Art; Providence ¡CityArts! for Youth; Rhode Island Council for the Humanities (RICH); Rhode 
Island State Council for the Arts (RISCA); RI Wild Plant Society; Tomaquag Museum, and Watson Institute for 
International and Public Affairs, Brown University.

Many individual donations are mandatory to cover costs ranging from presentations by invited specialist speakers 
through text panel printing and labeling. Thank you for your support.
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ReWilding is
… Judith Tolnick Champa, lead curator and founding director of the Providence Biennial; Jennifer Dalton Vincent, 
project manager and executive director of Providence ¡CityArts! for Youth; Sam Coren, forum coordinator and PhD 
student in American Studies at Brown University; Aja Grande, forum coordinator and PhD student at MIT in the 
department of History, Anthropology, Science, Technology & Society.
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